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Nuclear and radiological programs are the backbone of the measure of the progress of 

countries at present. Almost all developed countries have integrated nuclear and 

radiological programs, and even developing countries seek to possess this technology to 

catch up with progress. Especially with regard to third-party compensation in the event of 

nuclear accidents, it is noted that any accident or event, whether nuclear or radiological, 

does not affect only the country in which the incident occurred, but all the countries of the 

world affected by it. The IAEA is also setting standards for nuclear and radiological 

security and safety to ensure the rational use of this technology. The current work deals 

with the activities of nuclear and radiological programs in two parts. Part one is about 

nuclear and radiological programs in general, and part two is about the Egyptian nuclear 

program in particular. 

Reactor applications represent an important part of the nuclear and radiation programs. 

The use nuclear reactors includes several purposes, the most important of which are heat 

generation, either for electricity generation at nuclear plants, for domestic heating, for 

desalination, for operating submarines or to push nuclear missiles. This is in addition to 

converting elements to others such as plutonium production (often for use in nuclear 

weapons or uranium 233), or Producing various radioactive isotopes (e.g. to make smoke 

detectors and other isotopes, such as cobalt 60, used to sterilize foods and other products), 

and scientific research, testing and education . 

Regulatory control of radiation facilities is the basic international standards for protection 

against ionizing radiation. Radioactive waste sources vary depending on the type of 

manufacturing processes that result from such waste. Nuclear fuel transfers are in line with 

the best practices and directives issued by global regulatory bodies and the International 

Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), which develops a special guidance for the transportation of 

nuclear fuel, focusing on the importance of overseeing transfers of new and consumer 

nuclear fuels.  
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 1-INTRODUCTION 

Nuclear and radiological programs and control are the 

backbone of the measure of the progress of countries in 

the present era. Almost all developed countries have 

integrated nuclear and radiological programs, and even 

non-developing countries seek to possess that technology 

to catch up with progress(1).  Especially with regard to 

third-party compensation in the event of nuclear 

accidents, it should be noted that any accident or event, 

whether nuclear or radiological, does not affect only the 

country in which the incident occurred, but all the 

countries of the world are affected by it(2). The IAEA is 

also setting standards(4) for nuclear and radiological 

security and safety to ensure the rational use of this 

technology (3). 

The size of the nuclear or radiological program depends 

on the material and human resources and technological 

level of the state, as well as the need of the state to use 

nuclear and radiological technology. Some countries have 

many nuclear power plants used in the production of 

electric power, and research reactors to produce the 

radioactive isotopes needed by the state for use in various 
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fields of life, such as medicine, agriculture, industry and 

research,… etc(5). Including the use of this technology is 

used as a driving force for commercial and military ships, 

submarines and satellites. All of these applications need 

infrastructure to support them, such as fuel circuits(6) 

complementary to the production of this energy as uranium 

mining and yellow cake production down to enrichment, 

fuel production.  All of which require enormous financial 

and human resources that some countries can own all, or 

some according to need. All of the above considered one of 

the elements of the international, national and technological 

framework for the development.   

A key element necessary for the development and use of 

nuclear energy is the establishment of a regulatory body 

with the legal and technical powers to ensure that ionized 

nuclear and radiological facilities operated safely and 

safely. The main consideration in the structure of the 

regulatory body is that it has the qualities to enforce 

national laws and regulations designed to protect public 

health, safety and the environment.  It regulated in such a 

way as to ensure that it is able to carry out its 

responsibilities and its functions effectively, efficiently and 

independently. There is no particular form of body  

Oversight is best suited for all states, and the best structure 

of a particular state is influenced by, inter alia, the nature of 

the state's national legal infrastructure, the cultural 

traditions of the State, existing government organizations 

and procedures, and the technical, financial and human 

resources available(7). 

Nuclear and radiological programs generally consist of 

exclusively six activities:  

-power reactors, complementary fuel circuits,  

-research reactors and complementary fuel circuits,  

-radiological installations such as accelerators, gamma 

irradiation units, installations,  

-radiological isotopes and sealed radioactive sources 

facilities, such as hospitals and laboratories, laboratories 

at universities and research centers, industrial use of 

radioactive materials,  

-radioactive waste management facilities,  

-safe transport of radioactive materials,  

These activities can be divided into three groups, the first 

set of activities represents the nuclear part of the programs, 

namely reactors of both types and their respective nuclear 

fuel circuits. The second set of activities includes all 

radiological activities such as radiological facilities and 

radioactive waste management facilities, while the third 

group includes the safe transport of radioactive materials 

whether nuclear or non-nuclear   

2. First Branch: Nuclear Activities   

Nuclear activities include power reactors, nuclear 

research and complementary nuclear fuel circuits 

  2.1Nuclear Reactors 

Nuclear reactors (8) are large facilities where the nuclear 

fission process is controlled. It use in for the purposes of 

creating electric power, manufacturing nuclear weapons, 

removing salts and other minerals from water to obtain 

clean water. It also used to converting certain chemical 

elements into other elements and creating isotopes of 

chemical elements with radiation efficiency and other 

purposes.  

Enrico Fermi is an Italian physicist and Nobel Prize 

winner in physics in 1938(9), left Italy, and settled in 

New York in the United States. He is the first one who 

proposes the construction of a nuclear reactor. Leo 

Zeillard, a Hungarian Jew, built the world's first nuclear 

reactor in 1942 and the main purpose of this reactor was 

to manufacture nuclear weapons(10). In 1951, for the 

first time, electricity produced from the Idaho reactor in 

the United States (11).  The first nuclear reactors were 

used in the 1940s to generate plutonium for nuclear 

weapons. Other submarine reactors were then used in the 

Navy, and in the mid-1950s research was carried out in 

the Soviet Union and other Western countries on the use 

of nuclear reactors for non-military purposes and the first 

commercially generated electricity reactor was built in 

Russia in 1954(12). The first nuclear power reactor 

began operation in 1965(13)   . 

Nuclear fission reactors in the United States of 

America called light water reactors, including the boiling 

water reactor and the compressed water reactor(14), 

which are widespread in the Western world and in Japan 

and Korea, and separated from heavy water reactors used 

in Canada(15). Light water is the normal water used at 

the heart of the reactor with nuclear fuel units as an 

intermediary to calm the speed of neutrons, where the 

fission of the uranium-235 atom nucleus needs to be hit 

by slow, not rapid, neutrons. Water acts simultaneously 

as a cold and heat-carrier as it turns into high-pressure 

steam in the reactor. This occurs in a large boiler or 

vessel called the reactor pressure vessel, which is in 

vertical cylindrical form, 5 meters in diameter and           

8 meters high with a 25-centimetre solid iron wall. 

The pressure vessel contains enriched nuclear fuel 

units that are submersible in water as well as rods of 

neutron-absorbing material such as steel alloy, burn or 

cadmium, by which the conduct of nuclear reaction can 

be controlled or stopped. Nuclear reaction produces 

significant thermal energy, heats water in the pressure 
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vessel and turns into high-pressure vapor. The steam 

pressure in the pressure vessel is about 350 atmospheric 

pressure, and it is at a temperature of about 450°C. This 

steam directed by huge pipes to turbines. The turbines 

turn electric generators. Nuclear energy transformed into 

thermal energy and then turbine power into electric 

power to manage factories and houses lighting.  

The use of regular water requires the enrichment of 

uranium fuel to a degree of 2% to 4% uranium-235(16). 

Both types of light-water reactors have two cycles 

(primary cycle and secondary cycle) of water. Steam 

carried out from the pressure vessel to the turbines and 

separated by heat exchanger, so that the turbine's 

operating steam is isolated from the vessel cycle. The 

second type of ordinary water reactor called the boiling 

water reactor, the boiling water reactor uses one cycle of 

water and steam from the pressure vessel to the turbine 

and then to the pressure vessel.  In addition, a type of 

nuclear reactors operates without cooling water. It uses 

helium gas as a medium, to reduce the speed of neutrons 

and as heat transfers at the same time(17). One of the 

advantages of this type of atomic reactor is that it can 

use natural uranium or thorium. Moreover, the thorium 

reactor operates at high temperatures of up to 900°C, 

which is why it is highly thermally efficient. This high 

temperature can also use directly in some industrial 

productions requiring high temperatures. This type of 

reactor called high-temperature thorium reactors 

developed in Germany. 

A nuclear reactor for scientific research is a small 

nuclear reactor that used primarily as a source of 

neutrons. It also called research reactor, as it not used to 

produce electric power, unlike large power reactors used 

to produce electric power or heat production for 

industrial purposes. Research reactors, which are simpler 

than power reactors and operate at lower temperatures 

and fuel than highly enriched uranium (20% of U235), 

although some of the older research, reactors use 93% of 

U235. As energy reactors, the heart of the research 

reactor needs cooling, a heavy water sedative or graphite 

to soothe the neutrons and promote fission. Research 

reactors are used for research, training, material testing 

or the production of radioactive isotopes for medical and 

industrial use. Of these, 283 operate in 56 countries, as a 

source of electrons for scientific research(18). 

Nuclear plants use nuclear power reactors where heat 

generated by the fission of uranium atoms with neutron 

strikes. This enormous thermal energy used to boil water 

in boilers and turn it into high-pressure steam at a 

temperature of about 480°C. This high-pressure steam, 

(about 380 atmospheric pressures) then projects the fins 

of steam turbines designed for rapid steam to rotate the 

turbine axis, turning steam energy into mechanical 

energy on the axis of these turbines. The turbine axis 

connected with the generator axis and the generator axis 

rotated at the same speed and generates power at both 

ends of the fixed part of the generator. 

Reactor applications (25) use nuclear reactors for 

multiple purposes, the most important of which are heat 

generation, either for electricity generation at nuclear 

plants, for domestic heating, or for desalination. Operate 

submarines or to push nuclear missiles. Converting 

elements to others such as plutonium production (often 

for use in nuclear weapons or uranium 233), or making 

various radioactive isotopes (e.g. to make smoke 

detectors and other isotopes, such as cobalt 60, used to 

sterilize foods and other products), and scientific 

research, testing and education (as a source of 

electrons).       

Both power reactors and research reactors have their 

own fuel cycle(19), but what they combine are in the 

stages of the formation of that cycle, and the nuclear fuel 

cycle is generally divided into two types of open cycle 

and a closed cycle in the open nuclear fuel cycle, using 

nuclear fuel plume packs only once. Packages used 

inside the plant are then temporarily stored for cooling 

before being sent to a temporary or long-term storage 

facility, and in the closed nuclear fuel cycle, spent fuel is 

sent to the processing facility after being cooled at the 

site, and uranium is recycled to become new. But nuclear 

fuel can only be recycled once with this technology 

currently under way. In its nuclear energy development 

policy and within its commitment to non-proliferation, 

the UAE has stated that it will completely refrain from 

domestic enrichment of uranium or reprocessing of 

nuclear fuel, and the only distinction between the 

research reactor cycle of the power reactor cycle in the 

volume of uranium enrichment, in power reactors used 

to use a low rate of only 4 to 5%, while in research 

reactors it uses an enrichment rate of 10 to 20% . 

Any nuclear reactor consists of:  

Reactor core(20): Reactors differ depending on the 

three main elements that distinguish the heart: nuclear 

fuel(21), moderator and coolant (or heat-bearing 

fluid)(22).  The most commonly use is graphite, plain 

water, heavy water, beryllium or certain organic liquids. 

Most of the energy released by nuclear fuel fission is 

kinetic energy, carried by fission fragments, which in 

turn turns into heat when slowed down and then stopped. 

This heat transferred from the core of the reactor to the 

outside by a pump. The fluid can be carbon gas (as in 

natural uranium reactors), molten sodium (as in fast-born 

reactors), helium, heavy water or organic liquids (as in 

other types of reactors). 
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Control and safety devices (23): The reactor is critical 

when the rate of production of the neutrons is equal to 

the rate at which they are absorbed into the core of the 

reactor and leaked out. Subcritical embarrassed if the 

number of neutrons produced is lower than the number 

consumed, which causes the sequence reaction to stop, 

and supercritical if the number of neutrons produced is 

greater than the number consumed. Reactor control 

therefore needs to constantly measure and adjust critical 

conditions. The reactor controlled by the balance 

between the production and consumption of neutrons, 

i.e. maintaining serial nuclear reaction at a specific level. 

The consumption of neutrons usually controlled by 

changing their absorption or leakage, but the rate of 

generation of neutrons can  controlled by changing the 

amount of fissile material at the core of the reactor  . 

Tight container (24): The container containing the 

reactor core and controls should withstand heat-bearing 

fluid pressure. They are either of pre-stress concrete 

several meters thick (as in reactors operating on natural 

uranium, graphite and gas), or a metal about 15 cm thick 

lined from the inside with stainless steel (as in ordinary 

water reactors  

2.2 Nuclear Fuel Cycle(26)    

A-Uranium production  

Uranium production is the main fuel for nuclear 

reactors and must therefore be disposed of appropriately, 

safely and sustainably. Recently, annual production of 

natural uranium globally ranged from 55,000 to 65,000 

tons of uranium metal, in line with demand for such 

fuels. In addition, thorium verified as a potential 

alternative source of nuclear fuel.  Responsible 

management of the uranium production cycle has a 

number of aspects:  

-resource exploration, discovery and assessment;  

-mining and processing;  

-selection and testing of appropriate technology; 

-preliminary feasibility and feasibility studies;  

-construction and operation of mining and processing 

facilities; and, finally;  

-appropriate closure of uranium production sites     

All stages of this session based on aimed at minimizing 

their negative impacts on the environment and society, 

and benefiting local and national communities and 

economies. The IAEA supports its Member States in all 

aspects of the uranium production cycle (27). This done 

by providing databases and publications on uranium 

deposits and, by working, by utilizing nuclear energy 

management resources and through the technical 

cooperation for qualified member states, by organize 

technical meetings and workshops, and by providing 

technical advice on various aspects of the uranium 

production cycle. 

Similar to nuclear power plants and research reactors, 

potentially harmful radioactive materials used in fuel 

cycle facilities. Although these facilities have many 

different designs, they all have common safety features 

that limit the release of radioactive materials. 

Comprehensive and systematic assessments are critical 

elements for verifying these security features during the 

design, in-service, operation, modification and eventual 

decommissioning phase of these facilities. Systematic 

oversight review and evaluation of results are also 

essential components of the regulatory framework, in 

achieving the fundamental goal of protecting the public 

from the harmful effects of radiation. 

Uranium is one of the radioactive chemical elements 

found in nature and falls into the periodic table of 

chemical elements within the symbol (U) and atomic 

number 92. It is a silver-leaning white metal, and 

uranium discovered in 1789 by Martin Clae Ruth (28), a 

German chemist. Henry drew it more accurately and 

chose the name “radioactivity” for this new 

phenomenon . 

 B. The open and closed nuclear fuel cycle  

In the open nuclear fuel cycle, nuclear fuel plume 

packs used only once. Packages used inside the station 

are then temporarily stored for cooling before being sent 

to a temporary or long-term storage facility. The closed 

nuclear fuel cycle in the closed nuclear fuel cycle sends 

spent fuel to the processing facility after cooling at the 

site, and uranium is recycled into new.   

The yellow cake is considered Australia, Kazakhstan, 

Canada, South Africa, Brazil, Namibia is one of the 

largest exporters of uranium and is usually sold at a price 

of $80-100 per kilogram (29) and after obtaining it is 

milled and converted into so-called yellow cake, which 

is later converted into uranium hexafluoride uranium 

hexafluoride or UF6, after which uranium fertilization is 

performed. 

Uranium enrichment (30) is isotope separation for 

increasing the concentration of other isotopes to obtain a 

substance that is saturated with the counterpart required, 

for example, the isolation of certain isotopes of natural 

uranium to obtain enriched uranium. Enrichment takes 

place in stages; where at each stage larger amounts of 

unwanted isotopes are isolated, where the element 
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increases after each stage to reach the required purity. In 

enriched uranium, a Uranium-235 isotope increased and 

other isotopes uranium-238 removed. This enrichment 

process is difficult. The difficulty lies in the fact that the 

isotopes removed from uranium are very similar in terms 

of weight to isotopes that want to maintain and Uranium-

235 enriched from the total natural uranium atom is only 

0.7%.  More methods are complex: such as the use of 

lasers, or electromagnetic radiation, and centrifuge 

method.  The remaining part of natural uranium after the 

extraction of the uranium-235 part is called uranium-

238(31). 

The first enrichment carried out by the United States 

during the Second World War to make the Hiroshima 

nuclear bomb used the method of gas proliferation.     of 

high temperature hexafluoride uranium. The second 

method is the centrifuge method, in which natural 

uranium is also in the form of gas and at high 

temperature. The inter-peer separation factor across one 

stage is 1.3 for centrifuge method compared to a factor 

of 1.005 for thermal spread across a barrier, equivalent 

to 1:50 from the point of view of the energy used. The 

centrifuge method tracked 54% of the world's enriched 

uranium.   

Centrifuge uranium enrichment depends on the 

difference in mass between uranium 235 and uranium 

238 gas particles, and enriched by rotating hexafluoride 

uranium in a cylindrical chamber at rotational speeds of 

50-70,000 cycles per minute. The lighter uranium-235 

moved to the center of the cylinder. The uranium-235 

pulled from the first cylinder and sent to a second 

cylinder of centrifuge, thus raising the uranium 

enrichment after several centrifuge cylinders  . 

 3- Second Branch: Radiological Activities   

On the other hand, there are so-called radiation 

installations such as particle accelerators or gamma 

irradiation units, and particle accelerators is a device that 

uses electrical fields to accelerate electrical charge 

particles to high speeds. There are two types of 

accelerators, linear or straight accelerators and circular 

accelerators. The first means of food conservation is the 

use of gamma rays through gamma irradiation units. 

This gives strong economic benefit and reduces the food 

gap where large proportions of crops damaged because 

of not preserving them, such as tomatoes and dates and 

keeping them with gamma rays prevents them from 

damaging rapidly at a low cost. Facilities using 

radioactive isotopes and sealed radioactive sources, 

including hospitals, laboratories, laboratories in 

universities and research centers, and the industrial use 

of radioactive materials, radioactive sources known.  

Radiological accidents repeated from time to time and 

affected by patients and their own medical and other 

workers.  For this reason, this activity characterized by a 

license and only those who meet all the necessary 

standards and conditions of competence and expertise 

are licensed. The license granted by the regulatory body, 

and no one can work with these radioactive materials 

except under the control of the regulatory body. License 

divided into two types, spatial license, and personal 

license. Spatial granted to the radiation establishment, 

but the personal granted to the person who uses 

radioactive sources. The facilities also divided according 

to the quantity and strength of the sources used into 

categories (a), (b) and (c), where category (c) is the 

highest category in terms of the severity of the sources 

used, and each category in granting licenses .   

First: Particle accelerators  

particle accelerators is a device that uses electrical 

fields to accelerate electrical charge particles to high 

speeds and identify them in guided rays. TVs based on 

the cathode ray tube use a simple speed accelerator. 

There are two types of speed accelerators: linear or 

straight accelerators and circular accelerators, 

accelerators used as particle clashes with atom crushers, 

and high-energy particle beams used in both basic and 

applied science research. Scientists conduct particle 

interactions at the highest possible energy levels to 

detect new primary particles, understand the structure of 

matter, universe and time, and interact by colliding with 

known particles such as electrons or protons at an 

estimated particle kinetic energy.   

Physicists need to accelerate protons at great speed for 

reasons such as overcoming the dissonance between 

protons that are positively charged, and since increased 

energy of colliding protons can create particles with a 

mass greater than the proton mass, as part of the proton 

energy at collision turns into a substance (according to 

the equal matter and energy discovered by Einstein). 

That is, the protons resulting from the reaction will have 

more weight than before the collision, and the more 

proton energy at collision, the more likely it is that the 

proton will break and release its components, which are 

types of quarks.    Power accelerators are divided into 

low power accelerators, high-energy accelerators, linear 

speed accelerators and circular speed accelerators, and 

low-power accelerators are the cathode ray tube found 

on televisions and X-ray generators. 

DC types of continuous voltage accelerators capable of 

accelerating charged particles to sufficient speed at 

which nuclear reaction begins, and these accelerators 

produce a flood of fast protons, whose speed approaches 
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the speed of light. Others produce proton-rich elements 

for use in medicine and differ from neutron-rich elements 

that produced in nuclear reactors.  Some new discoveries 

have shown a way to produce molybdenum-99 "usually 

produced in a nuclear reactor" by accelerating heavy 

hydrogen isotopes. However, this new method also 

requires the production of the heavy hydrogen tritium in    

a nuclear reactor.  An example of this accelerator called 

LANSCE is found at the Los Alamos National Laboratory 

in Los Alamos, Los Alamos Laboratory USA . 

In linear velocity accelerators, particles accelerated in 

a straight line so that the target is at the end of the line, 

and the most famous example of linear speed 

accelerators and more widespread is the cathode ray tube 

used in traditional TVs. The longest linear speed 

accelerator is Stanford linear Accelerator, and in circular 

accelerators, particles accelerated in a circular path by 

electrical magnets that maintain the rotation curves of 

accelerated particles. The rotational velocity accelerator 

has the ability to accelerate particles continuously and 

for an indefinite period in the accelerator circuit. The 

largest circular accelerator is currently the Large Hadron 

Collider on the borders of France and Switzerland with a 

circumference of 27 km and built entirely underground 

at an average depth of 100 meters. Work actually began 

in 2010 and physicists are passionate about the new 

scientific findings they will receive that may change our 

current understanding of the nature of the universe  . 

Accelerators take many forms, including cyclotron, 

linear accelerator, Perpendental accelerator, large 

hydrodron collider, and heavy ion collider at relative 

speeds, Vermilab, a composite mechanism of the muons, 

the flight time spectrometer and the Heidelberg Center 

for ion beam therapy . 

Second: gamma irradiation  

The first means of gamma irradiation units for many 

countries of the world is the use of gamma rays to save 

food. All means to save food fresh enter industrial 

processes, except that means.  All natural food types 

have bacterial acid increases over time and after 

collecting the crop from the field descend at the level of 

bacterial acid. Therefore, it continues fresh for 13 days 

instead of only 3 days remains in the markets for that 

period without  damaged and corruption. This gives 

benefit economically and reduces the food gap where 

large proportions of crops   damaged because of not 

preserved, such as tomatoes and dates and preserved by 

gamma rays that prevent them from rapidly damaging. 

   

 Many crops rejected by some countries for exposure to 

pests or injuries in the process of transportation. 

Although the product's access to the certificate of 

radiation makes it pass through the quarantine of some 

countries without any problems. On the other hand, 

waiting and without agricultural prohibition.  In addition, 

crops such as manga exposed to the seed souse, there is 

no means but radiation to kill them and insect boifs in 

wheat. Orange crop is subject to execution in ports due 

to exposure to the scourge of fruit fly or worm infection, 

and can Stop wasting it by exposing it to radiation at a 

low cost, giving it a strong added value.   

Third: -Radiological Isotopes and Sealed Radioactive 

Sources Facilities,     

These are: hospitals, laboratories, laboratories in 

universities and research centers that use radioactive 

materials, as well as the industrial use of radioactive 

materials such as ceramic factories. 

Regulatory control of radiation facilities is the basic 

international standards for protection against ionizing 

radiation. This is the legal reference for dealing with 

ionizing radiation. License defined as the authorization 

granted by the regulatory body based on a safety 

assessment accompanied by specific requirements and 

conditions to which the licensee is bound. As the 

jurisprudence defined licensing as an act of law, that 

permission issued by the competent authority for the 

benefit of a natural person or a moral person to engage in 

a particular activity and confirmed that without such a 

license would make an act of law Illegal. Prior 

authorization obtained by the relevant authorities. For 

scientific activities or the process in which the law 

requires this and the license in origin is always unless, 

the text of the law is at odds . 

There are two types of licenses (32), institutional or 

spatial and personal licenses. The latter of which is for 

natural persons and includes the authorization to practice 

radiological work for professional purposes such as 

medicine, pharmacy and other professions and areas of 

functional work within which radiological work is 

included(33). While the permit is a procedure aimed at 

obliging persons or bodies to inform the administrative 

authorities or administrative control authorities before 

exercising the activity or exercise of the freedom to 

exercise. In addition, the permit defined as automatic 

conduct by authorized towards the administrative 

authority before the administrative authority. The 

activity where the law obliges it to inform the 

administration of its intentions is:  
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- Radioactive materials and devices generating ion 

radiation used for medical purposes;  

-import or export of radioactive sources and materials;    

-transportation or disposal of radiological devices or 

radioactive materials until the necessary license has 

been obtained.   

The license granted only after the requirements for 

radiation prevention met in accordance with the 

provisions of the law.  

No country in the world given the task of nuclear 

radiotherapy for the private, As well as the ignorance of 

many clinics of the most basic rules for preventing the 

leakage of nuclear radiation. Moreover, this poses a great 

danger to people and the environment. In addition, it 

known to all the serious damage to human health of 

radioactive sources, especially if they have high 

frequency waves that exceed the body's need. It known 

that radiological accidents repeated from time to time 

and affected by patients and their own workers, doctors 

and others, and cause fatal genetic injuries. Or 

carcinogenic to such incidents before being discovered 

by the victim or those responsible, for this reason the 

license in the field of radiology is characterized by a 

complex and exceptionally dangerous work that may 

take the procedures that do not resemble any other 

medical field (34). Therefore, only those who meet all 

the necessary standards and conditions of competence 

and expertise licensed. 

The license granted by the regulatory body, and no 

person can operate with such radioactive materials 

except under the control of the regulatory body.  The 

duration of the license varies depending on the risks 

associated with the activity and for considerations of 

privacy and convenience, with the application for 

renewal of the license to submit some time before the 

expiry of the granted license specified by the regulatory 

body. With the need to add in the application for renewal 

with every change in the licensed activity, the idea of 

timing lies in achieving mandatory control over licensed 

activities including medical and giving the regulator the 

opportunity to modify the conditions of the activity and 

control its courses and development . 

The license expires in a normal manner, once the 

specified period has expired at the end of the authorized 

activity or the death of the licensee, or the cancellation 

or withdrawal of the license.  This procedure considered 

as a preventive penalty due to violation of a legally 

specified requirement for the license. Moreover, among 

the most prominent cases is the fact that the licensed 

activity has become a health hazard regardless of the 

reason, whether due to negligence or deliberate action by 

the licensee, such as resorting to fraudulent methods of 

obtaining the license, for example, the submission of 

data or incorrect information or forged documents. 

Failure to comply with licensing requirements, the 

authority withdraws the license and notifies the 

competent interests in order to issue a suspension of the 

activity, without prejudice to the civil and penal 

penalties provided for in the applicable legislation .  

Forth: -Radioactive Waste Management Facilities   

Radioactive waste sources vary depending on the type 

of manufacturing processes that result from such waste. 

It including nuclear power plants; and all nuclear fuel 

cycle processes; and stages of nuclear fuel cycle 

extraction, such as uranium and thorium; and the use of 

radioactive isotopes in scientific research; industry; 

mining and agriculture; nuclear medicine including 

diagnosis and treatment; and drug production and 

radioactive sources.   Although all radiological activities 

associated with these sources generate waste, the volume 

of these radiological activities varies from State to State, 

while all the radiological activities mentioned found in 

the nuclear industrialized countries, almost a developing 

country is free of all or most of the last three radiological 

activities (35). 

There is no uniform international classification of 

radioactive waste, as this depends largely on the systems 

of each State, on the criteria used as a basis for the 

definition of radioactive waste, as well as on the 

development of that State's nuclear industry and the size 

and type of radioactive activities (37). Factors involved 

in the classification of radioactive waste, for example the 

type and concentration of radioactive elements in waste, 

the half-life of radioactive elements, the physical state of 

waste in terms of liquidity, rigidity and gas, treatment 

and conservation methods, the likelihood of proliferation 

and conservation, in neighboring environments, the 

source of waste . 

For example, United States law (36) in its 

classification of radioactive waste depends on the 

maximum allowable concentration of radioactive isotope 

in air or water. Accordingly, radioactive waste is 

classified as high-radiation-level waste, including some 

nuclear weapons manufacturing products, all nuclear 

fuel cycle products, nuclear power plant violations such 

as depleted nuclear fuel and post-uranium waste, 

including alpha particle-emitting nuclei with an atomic 

number of more than 92, with a half-life of more than 

five years, and increased concentration.  This type of 

waste is produced mainly during nuclear weapons 

production, and low-level waste, and includes almost all 

other types of waste that do not fall within the previous 

classifications, for example all materials used in any 
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operation that included a radioactive source, such as 

clothing, gloves, injections, cleaning tools and liquids 

containing radioactive materials. 

One of the disadvantages of this classification is the 

failure to take into account the half-life of the nuclear and 

the physical state of radioactive waste, which is a major 

reliance on the methods of conservation and treatment of 

such waste. So many States and international radiation 

protection organizations have resorted to classifying 

radioactive waste, taking into account the proposed 

methods of conservation, treatment and disposal of such 

waste, and in light of this radioactive waste can be 

classified as highly radioactive waste, radioactive waste 

from processed nuclear fuels. Or depleted, characterized by 

long half-life’s and should be preserved in permanent 

landfills, waste with a medium radiological level, resulting 

from the production or use of certain radioactive isotopes. 

While medium-level effluents classified based on 

radioactive activities and treatment methods, it is more 

complex in the case of solid radioactive waste, where, in 

addition to previous factors, the type of radiation released, 

the half-life and radiation toxicity of the material taken into 

account.  For example, waste disposal purposes; medium-

level liquid radioactive waste; and low-level radioactive 

waste. Low-level radioactive waste including all waste that 

does not fall into the previous two classifications, 

accounting for the bulk of radioactive waste, sometimes 

amounting to more than 70% of total waste, and produced 

mainly from isotopes and radioactive sources in medicine, 

scientific research and industrial applications . 

Radioactive waste management is the primary objective 

of any radioactive waste management and control program. 

It reaches a situation that ensures that human and 

environmental protection from the harms of such wastes.  

Moreover, this may mean, particularly in some cases of 

low-level radioactive waste, treatment and release into the 

environment. Treatment, conservation or both may reduce 

their radiation level to a lower level than their natural 

radiation level in the environment. As otherwise may mean 

having to conserve such waste for hundreds of or thousands 

of years. This is evident in the case of high-level radioactive 

waste.  The term "human protection and the environment" 

does not necessarily mean that the risk is unlikely, but may 

mean that this possibility is counter-facing and addressable, 

or that the benefit to society of carrying its existence 

justifies its survival, and radioactive waste can be disposed 

of according to its radiation level as follows: 

- High-level waste; There are several proposed methods for 

the preservation of high-level radioactive waste (38). Many 

of them still being piloted, they are expensive. It includes 

burial in permanent landfills at different depths and in 

stable geological formations, changing atomic composition 

by throwing particles into accelerators or fission or fusion 

reactors; burying under ice at distant depths under the 

frozen ocean; subtracting in outer space; burying under the 

ocean floor; burying under the ocean; and in stable 

geological formations. It is still the way that many are 

currently receiving attention, moreover, in adopting this 

method many factors, such as rock type; earthquake activity 

in the region; water formations in or near the region; as well 

as psychological factors and public acceptance of the 

existence of such burial grounds, taken into account (39). 

To demonstrate the impact of psychological factors and 

the impact of public opinion in such an area, it noted here 

that there are currently no permanent landfills in the United 

States of America. There are still temporarily preserved at 

60 sites representing nuclear power plant sites, and this 

figure is expected to reach more than 40,000 tons in 2010 

(40). To dispose of spent nuclear fuel in a safe manner, 

including storage after being withdrawn from the heart of 

nuclear power plants, then reprocessed/recycled or disposed 

of altogether. One of the factors contributing to the 

sustainability of nuclear energy is that nuclear fuel cycles 

are safe, safe, spread-resistant and economically efficient, 

resulting in as little waste and environmental impact as 

possible globally . 

Progress towards the introduction of deep geological 

disposal facilities for spent nuclear fuel has been slow to 

date, but a number of projects are at an advanced stage of 

preparation to achieve that goal. It may therefore be 

necessary to maintain spent fuel storage systems for long 

periods, possibly more than 100 years. Which calls for the 

implementation of research, development and statute of 

limitations management programs in order to clarify the 

state of safety for the long-term storage of spent fuel, and a 

stable policy on the disposal of spent fuel needs to be 

developed for the long time periods envisaged. This can 

only achieved with the strong participation of decision 

makers, government organizations, regulators, operators, 

spent fuel and radioactive waste disposal organizations and 

industry. 

Medium- and low-level radioactive waste (41): Its 

radiological impact can be disposed of according to its 

condition, whether liquid or solid, as follows: 

A. Liquid radioactive waste: The radiation protection 

authority in each country usually determines the level of 

radioactivity that liquid radioactive waste must reach before 

allowing it to dump in the public sewage system, and the 

management of liquid radioactive waste passes through 

the following steps and stages: 

-  Assembly: It used if liquid radioactive waste is of a 

low but higher level of radiation than is permitted by the 
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competent authority to dumped into the public sewage 

system. It assembled in plastic containers of different 

sizes, or glass containers in the event of suspended 

organic materials. After which the periodic measurement 

of the level of radiation made; and when it reaches the 

permissible level, the waste discharged through the 

sewage system. When the volume of waste is very large 

Keep them in connected vessels, and when one vessel is 

full, the waste converted into another vessel, and the 

radiation level in the previous vessels   monitored . 

-Treatment: If effluent contains long-life nucleotides, 

this requires treatment before disposal, and chemical 

treatment is the most common and used in water 

treatment, such as sedimentation, fumigation and ion 

exchange, these methods characterized by their small 

cost and the possibility of treating a large number of 

radionuclides. 

B. Solid radioactive waste: With regard to solid 

radioactive waste, it goes through the following stages: 

assembly and separation: a collection center is 

identified to which solid waste is brought, and is then 

sorted and classified in terms of its combustible or not, 

and in terms of its shrinking volume, in order to facilitate 

processing and disposal, and those that are still 

radioactively active are sorted.  

Treatment: Includes: Temporary treatment: in the case 

of waste involving short-life nucleotides, which can be 

preserved until their radioactivity reaches the limit 

allowed by the competent authority to be considered 

inactive. Burning: It severely reduces the size of these 

substances and thus makes it easier to memorize, but this 

does not reduce the overall radioactive content. Burial: 

The most common method for solids that are difficult to 

consider or convert into ordinary waste, and burials are 

carried out in closed burial grounds close to the surface 

Third Branch: Safe Transport of Radioactive 

Materials 

The IAEA (42) has played a key role in this activity 

and over the past decades, many countries have been 

transporting radioactive materials safely, transporting 

some 20 million shipments of radioactive materials 

around the world annually.  Since 1971, more than 

80.000 tons of spent nuclear fuel transported safely by 

land and sea.  To date, there has never been an accident, 

in which a nuclear fuel container has   attacked or leaked 

into nuclear fuel. Moreover, to date, there has never been 

an accident in which a nuclear fuel container has been 

attacked or leaked into nuclear fuel. Nuclear fuel 

transfers are in line with best practices and directives 

issued by global regulatory bodies and the International 

Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), which develop special 

guidance for the transportation of nuclear fuel, focusing 

on the importance of overseeing transfers of new and 

consumer nuclear fuels.  

5- CONCLUSIONS: 

This study demonstrates the legal frame of the 

regulation of nuclear and radiological programs in 

general and the Egyptian program in particular, part1, 

nuclear and radiological programs in general.   It 

concluded that 

1- Nuclear and radiological programs generally consist 

of exclusively six activities:  

-power reactors, complementary fuel circuits,  

-research reactors and complementary fuel circuits,  

-radiological installations such as accelerators, gamma 

irradiation units, installations,  

-radiological isotopes and sealed radioactive sources 

facilities, such as hospitals and laboratories, 

laboratories at universities and research centers, 

industrial use of radioactive materials,  

-radioactive waste management facilities,  

-safe transport of radioactive materials,  

These activities can be divided into three groups, the 

first set of activities represents the nuclear part of the 

programs, namely reactors of both types and their 

respective nuclear fuel circuits. The second set of 

activities includes all radiological activities such as 

radiological facilities and radioactive waste management 

facilities, while the third group includes the safe 

transport of radioactive materials whether nuclear or 

non-nuclear 

2- Reactor applications use nuclear reactors for multiple 

purposes, the most important of which are heat 

generation, either for electricity generation at nuclear 

plants, for domestic heating, or for desalination. 

Operate submarines or to push nuclear missiles. 

Converting elements to others such as plutonium 

production (often for use in nuclear weapons or 

uranium 233), or making various radioactive isotopes 

(e.g. to make smoke detectors and other isotopes, 

such as cobalt 60, used to sterilize foods and other 

products), and scientific research, testing and 

education (as a source of electrons).       

3-Uranium enrichment is isotope separation for 

increasing the concentration of other isotopes to obtain 

a substance that is saturated with the counterpart 

required, for example, the isolation of certain isotopes 

of natural uranium to obtain enriched uranium. 

Enrichment takes place in stages; where at each stage 
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larger amounts of unwanted isotopes are isolated, 

where the element increases after each stage to reach 

the required purity. In enriched uranium, a Uranium-

235 isotope increased and other isotopes uranium-238 

removed. This enrichment process is difficult. The 

difficulty lies in the fact that the isotopes removed 

from uranium are very similar in terms of weight to 

isotopes that want to maintain and Uranium-235 

enriched from the total natural uranium atom is only 

0.7%.  More methods are complex: such as the use of 

lasers, or electromagnetic radiation, and centrifuge 

method.   

4-Regulatory control of radiation facilities is the basic 

international standards for protection against ionizing 

radiation. This is the legal reference for dealing with 

ionizing radiation. License defined as the authorization 

granted by the regulatory body based on a safety 

assessment accompanied by specific requirements and 

conditions to which the licensee is bound 

5- Radioactive waste sources vary depending on the type 

of manufacturing processes that result from such 

waste. It including nuclear power plants; and all 

nuclear fuel cycle processes; and stages of nuclear fuel 

cycle extraction, such as uranium and thorium; and the 

use of radioactive isotopes in scientific research; 

industry; mining and agriculture; nuclear medicine 

including diagnosis and treatment; and drug 

production and radioactive sources. 

6-Radioactive waste can be classified as highly 

radioactive waste, radioactive waste from processed 

nuclear fuels. Or depleted, characterized by long half-

life’s and should be preserved in permanent landfills, 

waste with a medium radiological level, resulting from 

the production or use of certain radioactive isotopes. 

While medium-level effluents classified based on 

radioactive activities and treatment methods, it is more 

complex in the case of solid radioactive waste, where, 

in addition to previous factors, the type of radiation 

released, the half-life and radiation toxicity of the 

material taken into account.  For example, waste 

disposal purposes; medium-level liquid radioactive 

waste; and low-level radioactive waste. Low-level 

radioactive waste including all waste that does not fall 

into the previous two classifications, accounting for 

the bulk of radioactive waste, sometimes amounting to 

more than 70% of total waste, and produced mainly 

from isotopes and radioactive sources in medicine, 

scientific research and industrial applications. 

7- Nuclear fuel transfers are in line with best practices 

and directives issued by global regulatory bodies and 

the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), 

which develop special guidance for the transportation 

of nuclear fuel, focusing on the importance of 

overseeing transfers of new and consumer nuclear 

fuels. 
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